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This document contains information on Statistics Sweden’s production cycle and handling of revisions. The purpose of this
document is to provide a brief description of how Statistics Sweden will work with data collected in VINN and KRITA and of the
rules that apply to revisions.
General provisions on the type of data to be provided in each reporting can be found in the Riksbank regulations RBFS 2016:1 for
VINN and RBFS 2017:2 for KRITA. The instructions for VINN and KRITA provide supplementary instructions for the reporting.
RBFS, instructions, file specifications, etc. are available on Statistics Sweden’s data collection web pages, www.scb.se/vinn and
www.scb.se/krita, respectively.
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The respondent submits data to Statistics Sweden
The respondent submits data for the reference period t through the Indata portal or machine-to-machine solution according
to a deadline set in advance.
Statistics Sweden conducts automatic checks
After the data has been submitted to Statistics Sweden, the respondent receives a receipt stating whether the report has
been input correctly or not. In connection with this, the result of the automatic checks, including checks against the file
specification (XML schema), is also communicated to the respondent. In case of an error, the respondent should correct
these promptly and submit a new report to Statistics Sweden.
Statistics Sweden conducts analytical checks
After the automatic checks have been completed, Statistics Sweden conducts various forms of analytical checks. Deviations
that appear in these checks are not necessarily errors and must therefore be assessed by an administrator at Statistics
Sweden. In connection with these checks being conducted, Statistics Sweden communicates suspected errors to the
respondent. If the suspected errors depend on a reporting error, the respondent should submit corrected data to Statistics
Sweden. If the reported data are correct, the respondent should instead provide an explanation for the deviation.
Statistics Sweden delivers data to internal and external users
Statistics Sweden delivers the reviewed data to internal and external users. The deliveries consist of the data reported by
the respondents and reference data collected by Statistics Sweden.
Internal and external users conduct checks and pose questions
Internal and external users of statistics conduct checks of the data supplied and pose potential questions about them. If
questions arise that were not captured in the previous checks, Statistics Sweden will process them and contact the
respondents.

Revisions
General
When a respondent has submitted data to VINN/KRITA, the contents will be checked by Statistics Sweden. In case of errors, the
respondent should, either on their own accord or upon request by Statistics Sweden, submit revised data by submitting a new file
with complete data. Revisions are primarily requested during the period from the time of reporting (the time when the data was
submitted to Statistics Sweden) to the time when Statistics Sweden has delivered the data to the end recipient, but a request may
also be made later, for up to two years from the time of reporting (see the section below on revisions for older reference periods).
The respondent should, either on their own accord or upon request by Statistics Sweden, submit revisions for older reference
periods. The requirement is that it should be possible to submit reports for up to two years from the time of reporting. If changed
reporting requirements have been introduced after the date referred to in an older reference period, revisions can be provided
according to the most recent applicable reporting requirement or the original reporting requirement (the XML schedule that applies
at such time) for older reference periods. If revisions are submitted for an older reference period according to a new reporting
requirement, there is no requirement for new attributes to be reported; these can be omitted from the file. Specifications for the
most recent applicable reporting requirements and the original reporting requirements are available on Statistics Sweden’s data
collection web pages, under the survey in question.

Specifically for respondents to KRITA (not applicable to respondents to VINN)
As mentioned above, a new file with complete data should be submitted in case of revisions. For KRITA, the reporting of which is
divided into three files, there is no need to resubmit all files if the revision only affects one or two files. For example, if a revision is
made in KRITA_Monthly that does not affect the other files, there is no need to submit new files for KRITA_Counterparty and
KRITA_Quarterly.

